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Abstract:
When a manufacturer considers a new product development, he is often aware that his ability to sell the new product depends on a retailer's willingness
to stock the product. Using a simple wholesale contract setting (i.e., a push contract), previous literature has shown that pricing alone may not be a
sufficient incentive for a retailer to carry a product because there exist situations when the wholesale price required to make the product appealing to
the retailer would render it unprofitable for the manufacturer. In a setting where demand is deterministic and production lead times are zero, previous
research proposed a static approach under which a manufacturer induces a retailer to carry his product line by choosing product designs according to
the retailer's preferences. The static approach, however, may become difficult to implement when the retailer faces delivery lead times and stochastic
demand can make it difficult to predict the retailer's preferences.
As a complement to the static approach, we ask whether there are situations in which a manufacturer may be able to induce a retailer to carry his
product line by offering her a delayed payment arrangement (i.e., a delayed payment contract) or a delayed ordering arrangement (i.e., a pull contract).
The delayed payment arrangement allows the retailer to pay only for inventory that she actually sells. The delayed ordering arrangement allows the
retailer to learn about demand before she orders. To answer this question, we construct a game-theoretic model of a supply chain with stochastic
demand and assume that a manufacturer can introduce a product line that consists of either one or two product versions. We then identify situations
when only one product version will be sold to consumers if the manufacturer offers the retailer his most preferred wholesale contract. However, when
the retailer is offered either delayed payment or delayed order, she will sell the manufacturer's two product versions and thereby the manufacturer's
expected profit will increase beyond the best he can do under the wholesale contract.

This is a joint work with Lingxiu Dong and Danko Turcic.
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